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Pharos and Rome
Thirty years ago Louis Robert published an inscription from Stari Grad on the Adriatic
island of Hvar dealing with, among other things, relations between the Greek city of Pharos
1
and Rome. The new text confirmed his brilliant analysis (and prompted further consideration) of another inscription, long-known, from Hvar, which he had republished a quarter2
century earlier and shown to be in fact part of a transcribed decree of Paros. Not surprisingly, his treatment of these texts leaves little to be desired. He did, however, explicitly regret
not having been able to study the stone bearing the text published in 1960 itself; there are a
few places where minor correction is desirable. More surprisingly, these texts—rather this
text in its two parts—have not been much considered in discussions of Illyria and Rome over
these three decades.3 It is imperative to do this, for at least one substantial conclusion must
emerge: that Pharos had an alliance, !ummax¤a, with Rome from some point in the third century BC. First, then, the text (with some brief notes on readings and restorations), and following that some of its implications, for Pharos and Rome and for Rome and the Greek cities
of the Adriatic more generally.
I
The text given here is substantially that of Robert (n. 1); see also J. Bousquet, "Inscription hellénistique
de Dalmatie," BCH 85 (1961) 589-600 (cf. SEG 23.489 and Bull. 1963, 129 [L.R.]). Differences of reading
4
arising from autopsy or autophotography are few and are noted. Supplements, unless otherwise indicated, are
those of Robert. There is an excellent photograph of fragment A in Hellenica XI/XII, Pl. XV (Pl. XVI.1 for a
photograph of a squeeze of lines 1-20). Photographs of fragment B: Brunšmid (n. 2), p. 17; BCH 1935, Pl.
XXXII (OMS I, Pl. VI); Hellenica XI/XII, Pl. XVI.2. See Pl. VII A for fragment B. 12-26

1

Hellenica XI/XII (Paris 1960) Ch. 24, 'Inscriptions hellénistiques de Dalmatie' (505-541).
"Inscription hellénistique de Dalmatie," Opera Minora Selecta I 302-326 (BCH 1935). The text originated as CIG 1837b and had been republished by J. Brunšmid, Die Inschriften und Münzen der griechischen
Städte Dalmatiens, Abhandlungen der archäolologisch-epigraphischen Seminare der Universität Wien XIII
(Vienna 1898) 17-20, n˚ 4. Given Robert's renewed treatment of this in Hellenica XI/XII 528-537, the text in
IG XII Suppl. 200 no longer comes into account.
3
It is mentioned briefly by J.-L. Ferrary, Philhellénisme et impérialisme (Rome 1988) 31 n. 101, but
does not figure in the discussions of Roman alliances in E.S. Gruen, The Hellenistic World and the Coming of
Rome (Berkeley 1984) 13-53, 731-744, nor in, e.g. N.G.L. Hammond, "Illyris, Rome and Macedon in 229205 B.C.," JRS 58 (1968) 1-21 or the generally very full treatment of Rome's Illyrian wars by S. Islami,
"L'Etat illyrienne et ses guerres contre Rome," Iliria 3 (Tirana 1975) 5-48. The exception is L. Braccesi, Grecità Adriatica (Bologna2 1977) 322-337, noticed (in the first edition, 1971: the relevant pages are substantially
the same) by Walbank, Commentary III 765 and J. and L. Robert, Bulletin Epigraphique (hereinafter Bull.)
1976, 349; see below n. 12.
4
In September 1975 I was able briefly to examine and to photograph fragment A in the lapidarium of the
Dominican convent in Stari Grad (I am grateful to Mladen Nikolanci, then at the Centar za Zaštitu Kulturne
Baštine in Hvar, for his assistance, and to the keeper of the lapidarium for his forbearance) and (less briefly)
fragment B in the stores of the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb (my thanks to D. and A. Rendić-Miočević
for, respectively, permission and assistance in this enterprise).
2
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NOTES
Fragment A
1. ZHLIA R[obert] : Zhl¤a B[ousquet] (as genitive of a name). The traces at the damaged beginning of
this line are extremely unclear.
5. [épÚ progÒnvn, ép°dvka]n B. It is far from clear that the N remains.
6. As suggested by R., p. 511, followed by B. The restoration is, however, on the short side. If, as appears from what survives of the text not unlikely, we are dealing here with the response of the Senate and People to the surrender of Pharos (after Demetrius' flight, no doubt; see below, 264-266, a mention of buildings
might be expected: perhaps [≤m«n ka‹ tå! oﬁk¤a! ka‹ to]Á! nÒmou! ktl. Compare the 'tabula Alcantarensis'
(R. López Melero, J.L. Sánchez Abal, S. García Jiménez, "El bronce de Alcántara. Una deditio del 104 a. C.,"
Gerión 2 [1984] 265-323; J.S. Richardson, Hispaniae [Cambridge 1986] 199-201), where agros et aedificia
leges cete[ra omnia (?)] | quae sua fuissent . . . are to be returned (lines 8-9); for oﬁk¤ai, cf. Sherk, RDGE 33
(Syll.3 593).9.
10. dÆ]mvi, rather than dÆ]mƒ R. Iota-adscript is present after v here and in line 22, as noted by B. and
visible in R., pl. XV.
12. The surviving beginning of the line is difficult, but R.'s ]aiou! seems very much better than B.'s
]maxou!. For the whole, R. suggested (p. 515) ka]‹ toÁ! !un|[gene›! t∞! pÒlev! ÉAyhn]a¤ou!. For Athens
as mother-city of Paros, and thereby grandmother-city of Pharos, see further (and esp.) the Athenian decree of
372 BC ap. S. Accame, La lega ateniese (Rome 1940), lines 5-6: - - - §peidØ [t]ugxãno!|[i] êpoikoi ˆ[nte!
t]ou dÆmou tô ÉAyhna¤vn; cf. Staatsverträge 268 and J. Cargill, Second Athenian League, 163 n. 5 (Thanks
to Simon Hornblower for pointing this out to me.)
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15. k]ay∆! í[n] (?) •kã!th R. : k]ayÉ ˜!on ín •kã!th B., which accords better, on balance, with
the traces and, certainly, with the spacing.
16. [pÒlevn toÊtvn (?) dÊnhtai é]nagrãcai B. R. refrains from restoration. For the supplement
adopted here, see below on line 36. [pÒlevn toÊtvn eÈkair¤an ¶x˙: é]nagrãcai would, at the price of
introducing new wording, fill the available space.
17-18. -[xy°nto! érgur¤ou eﬁ! !tÆl]hn liy¤nhn ka‹ énaye›nai | [tÚn lÒgon (?) eﬁ! tÆn égorån (?).
˜]pv! ktl. B. On which, see R., Bull. 1963, 129 (pp. 145-146): it is a question of more than restorations.
See also, Bull. 1964, 238.
19. -[noi! eﬁ! diam°n˙ ≤ m]nÆmh B., accepted by R., Bull. 1963, 129 (p.145).
21. See below on line 32.
23. oﬂ êr- is visible at the end of the line; so rightly, B. [oﬂ] | [êrxonte!] R.
24. -[xonte! Íp¢r t«n pre!beut«]n t«n parå B. If anything is visible at the left-hand edge, traces
of U are perhaps more likely.
25-26. -[xyai prÒ!odon m¢n dedÒ!]yai aÈto›! §p‹ tÚn d∞mon | [pr≈toi! metå tå ﬂerå] B. The first
part of the reading is not clear to me.
31. grãmmata B., which appears to be correct (grammat∞ R.).
32. ]!tulon R.: ]tulon B., which is safer. On the name, see B., and particularly R. in Bull. 1963, 129.
36. [pÒlev! kayÒti ka‹ pro]air«me! R.: [pÒlev! ca. 12-14 ]AIRVMES B., objecting to the partial
element of Doricism. The sense, here and in line 16, is not in doubt. It would be achieved here by [pÒlev!
kayÉ ˜!on ín eÈk]air«me! (suggested by G. Klaffenbach: G. Daux, BCH 86 [1962] 978; cf. Bull 1964, 238)
and by the supplement adopted above for line 16. EÈkair¤a and eÈkair°v are common enough in Polybius
in this sense: see Mauersberger, Polybios-Lexikon s.vv.; and compare the phrase katå tå eÎkairon in OGIS
762.4 (Cibrya, 180s [?]), SEG 35.823 (Maroneia, 160s).
37. [d¢ ka‹ oﬁ pre!beuta‹ prÒ!] R. [d¢ ka‹ oﬂ pre!beuta‹ §p¤ B., comparing the Parian decree
(Syll.3 562.12-13) quoted by R. B.'s §p¤ is preferable, but oﬂ pre!beuta¤ does not fit comfortably with the
construction after o·tine! in line 33 (I owe this observation to Ludwig Koenen.) For the grammateÊ! who
accompanied the envoyes from Pharos and shared in the hospitality offered them by the Parians, see B. 4-10.
(Note that it is not impossible that line 36 should end with [d¢] and line 37 begin with [metå. . . .)
41 . OF ```%OU%AITHT`HMA R.: OFIL`%OU%AITHT`HMH B. Traces are minimal.
Fragment B
12. [énagrãcai] R.: [fulã!!ein] Klaffenbach (see Bull. 1961, 377).
15. From here to the end lines begin one space to the left.
18. kai[ R.
19. preizbeË!ai R. See below p. 266.
23. Xr∞i y[eÒ!] R.: Xrª y[eÒ!] B. (ad A. 10)
25. Fãrio![ read on the stone by G. Daux: Bull. 1940, 93.

Robert's appreciation of the situation in which the Pharians found themselves was exact:
Le document maintenant recomposé en partie par le rapprochement des deux fragments montre la situation que j'avais dégagée de l'analyse du fragment B: si Pharos a
recours à sa métropole, c'est que la ville est dans une crise grave. J'ai cherché la cause
5
de la catastrophe dans l'activité des pirates illyriens. Le fragment A nous fait connaître l'intervention des Romains. Certainement il y a eu guerre. A l'issue de cette
guerre Pharos se voit rendre ses propriétés et ses droits; l'alliance avec Rome est re-

5

In BCH 1935.
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nouvelée; ainsi la ville ne subit pas de dommage politique et juridique. Mais les dégats matériels sont lourds, puisque la ville a besoin d'une §panÒryv!i!, qu'elle va demander de l'aide jusque dans les Cyclades et à Athènes et qu'elle reçoit de nouveaux
colons. Il me paraît découler de là que Pharos a été entraînée dans les événements
d'une guerre contre les Romains. Il lui est pardonné ou elle n'est pas tenue pour re6
sponsable; mais elle a souffert gravement. ... Cette situation [viz., the aftermath of the
capture and destruction of Pharos during the Roman campaign against Demetrius of
Pharos in 219] correspondrait bien à celle qui apparaît dans l'inscription; c'est Démétrios que combattait les Romains, la ville était victime; aussi la ville a-t-elle pu souffrir,
et l'§panÒryv!i! serait le relèvement après la kata!kafÆ, mais les Romains ont pu
7
ne pas la châtier après la prise d'assaut et, au contraire, lui donner un statut liberal.
Two considerations, however, persuaded him to reject this context, of which the first involves a matter os substance. "Ce qui ferait difficulté, c'est la mention d'une «alliance» an8
térieure avec les Romains qui est renouvelée. Car c'est en 218 que Pharos eut pour la première fois un lien direct avec Rome. En 229 elle fut laissée à Démétrios."9 This last is by no
means clear. On the eve of the first Illyrian war Demetrius, ı Fãrio!, was in command of
the Illyrian garrison on Corcyra. Somehow at odds with Queen Teuta, he was communicating with the Romans, §paggelÒmeno! tÆn te pÒlin §gxeirie›n ka‹ tå loipå prãgmata
parad≈!ein, œn ∑n aÈtÚ! kÊrio! (Pol. 2.11.4). Polybius goes on to relate the surrender
to Rome of the Corcyraeans metå t∞! toË Dhmhtr¤ou gn≈mh! (2.11.5). Appian fills out
the picture: DhmÆtrio! dÉ, ı Fãrou ≤goÊmeno! t“ ÖAgrvni (Fãrou te går aÈt∞! ∑rxe
ka‹ §p‹ tªde KerkÊra!), par°dvken êmfv ÑRvma¤oi! §pipl°ou!in §k prodv!¤a! (Ill.
7.19). So the Romans came into possession of both Pharos and Corcyra in the same way in
229, and when Teuta offered to negotiate after the campaign, the Romans replied K°rkuran
m¢n ka‹ Fãron ka‹ ÖI!!an ka‹ ÉEp¤damnon - - - ≥de ÑRvma¤vn ÍphkÒou! e‰nai (Appian, Ill. 7.21). Pharos had not been in Demetrius' private possession. Nor is there any reason to think that it became so. Polybius and Appian diverge on Roman's treatment of
Demetrius after the war against Teuta, but neither has the Romans handing Pharos over to
him. Dhmhtr¤ƒ dÉ ¶!tin ì xvr¤a mi!yÚn ¶dosan t∞! prodo!¤a!, and that in a limited way
(Appian, Ill. 8.22), whilst for Polybius t“ Dhmhtr¤ƒ toÁ! ple¤!tou! Ípotãjante! t«n
ÉIlluri«n ka‹ megãlhn aÈt“ periy°nte! duna!te¤an (2.11.7). That Polybius magnifies
10
the gift in order to magnify Demetrius' ingratitude later on (3.16.2, 4) is likely enough, but
more important for the moment is his emphasis upon toÁ! ple¤!tou! t«n ÉIlluri«n; Pharos
was a Greek city. In 219, to be sure, Demetrius had fortified himself in Pharos, but he did
this starting from elsewhere with 6000 troops hand-picked §k t«n Ípotetagm°nvn (Pol.
3.18. 2); these were Illyrians (Pol. 3.19.5-6); cf. Appian, Ill. 8.23). Pharos was punished in

6

Hellenica XI/XII 537-538.
Hellenica XI/XII 539.
8
"L'article tØn !ummax¤an est décisif, même si l'on voulait ne pas tenir compte de la restitution" (ibid.
7

n. 3).
9

Ibid. for this fate of Pharos he cites Holleaux, Etudes IV 89-91 (translated into CAH VII 834-836) and
Polaschek, RE 'Pharos,' 1863-1964, both of whom simply assume it, as have many others since. Errington,
CAH VIII2 89-90, is more cautious.
10
3.16.4 for éxari!t¤a, on which see Ferrary, Phillhellénisme (see n. 3) 119.
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219 after Demetrius fled to Philip V. The destruction visited upon the city was the work of
the Roman general in the field, L. Aemilius Paullus, who tØn - - - Fãron eÈy°v! §j §fÒ11
dou paralab∆n kat°!kace (Pol. 3.19.12); Appian provides what was no doubt the
stated reason: tØn patr¤da aÈt“ [sc. t“ Dhmhtr¤ƒ] Fãron !unamartoË!an (Ill. 8.24).
Robert's suggestion seems, again, admirably judged: "Le kat°!kace indique pourtant un
châtiment. Mais il aurait pu être immédiat, venant du géneral romain qui mena l'assaut, et le
Sénat aurait pu ensuite, dans un acte de compréhension généreuse et de politique, redonner à
Pharos un statut, des privilèges et l'alliance," (Hellenica XI/XII 539 n. 1).
Considerations of fact do not militate against locating the text from Pharos in the context
offered, but then rejected, by Robert. His other objection was of a different kind. "D'autre
part, je crois que l'écriture s'oppose à une datation au IIIe siècle, même vers la fin," (ibid.
539). He reckoned that it could not, in fact, be dated before the middle years of the second
century BC. (ibid. 540). Arguments based upon letter forms are particularly hazardous when
the place in question offers nothing by way of dated texts for comparison, but an apparent
discrepancy of some 60-70 years requires to be addressed by at least a little more than this
caveat. In 1960 Robert focussed upon the following points. "Notamment la forme récente du
zeta [viz. Z] n'est pas possible avant cette date. D'autre part, le nouveau fragment a multiplié
les cas ou l'iota n'a pas été adscrit, non seulement après èta , mais aussi après omega" (ibid.).
To take the second point first. As mentioned above (note on A. 10), iota is regularly adscript
after omega in fragment A, and indeed throughout the whole text. So it is after alpha (B. 19),
but not after eta (with the possible exception of B. 23, to my eye, as to Robert's, although apparently not to Bousquet's). The last few decades of the third century are not yet excluded.
As to zeta, there are in fact no examples on either stone. The top left-hand corner of fragment
A is too damaged to permit anything to be read at the beginning of line 1, and the word inscribed in B. 19 is prei!beË!ai, not preizbeË!ai. Surface damage has produced the effect
of Z in the photographs: what appears to be top horizontal of Z is a deep but adventitious
scratch cutting through a visible sigma (see pl. VII A). This is what must have been apparent
to Brunšmid (op. cit. [see n. 2]), who studied this inscription in particular detail, whose text
has prei!beË!ai, but whose published photograph appears to show a zeta (as do Robert's: is
it always the same photograph?). Other considerations advanced by Robert in 1935 were: pi
with equal legs and a horizontal extending beyond them, epsilon with more or less equal
branches (and, sometimes, an overextending vertical), oval theta crossed by a bar, brokenbarred alpha, lamba as in B. 15, 17, 19, 21 (OMS I 318-319 [BCH 1935, 505-506]). These
indications on their own will not be compelling, and certainly not in default of comparative
material. Still, it is worth remarking that by no means all the examples of these letters are as
described; alpha, most notably, is present with straight and curved bars as well. Further,
omicron and omega are often, in varying degrees, smaller and elevated; the right-hand side of
nu is sometimes elevated; the top and bottom strokes of sigma are sometimes gently splayed.
These indications push one back in time. "Assez rapide et négligé" in appearance is probably
the best comment on the script (OMS 1318), and it reduces further the temptation to place a
great deal of emphasis upon the forms of the letters.

11

It is, of course, not impossible that M. Livius Salinator was also there; he is excluded throughout
from Polybius's account but certainly shared the command in Illyria: MRR I 219 BC.
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There is, at the end of the day, no reason to abandon the eminently suitable context for
this inscription that was adumbrated by Robert in 1960. On account of its unwilling participation in the rebellion of Demetrius, Pharos was punished by the Roman forces in the field in
12
219, but was allowed to resume its former status by the Senate and People. That status, and
the alliance with Rome that was part of it, must go back to the time of the first Illyrian war
and its immediate aftermath.
II
Given that Pharos had an alliance with Rome, it is natural to ask whether other Greek cities in the area did so too. The first Illyrian war brought Rome into contact with, besides
Pharos, Apollonia, Corcyra, Epidamnos, and Issa. No one has doubted that some kind of tie
was created between Rome and these cities, but the idea, present in antiquity, that the tie
(with three of them at least) was one of !ummax¤a or societas has been much rejected since
then.
Apollonia and Corcyra and, to a lesser extent, Epidamnos (or Dyrrachium, as it always is
in Livy) served regularly as landing and staging points during Rome's wars against Philip,
13
Antiochus, and Perseus. Apollonia, Epidamnos, and Issa contributed ships or auxiliaries to
14
these Roman ventures. This has been remarked upon before, but not taken to indicate for15
mal alliance. One may question this. They may not be called allies on these occasions, but it
is surely worth asking whether anyone who was not allied to Rome so participated in these
wars.16
As mentioned, three of these cities are elsewhere called allies of Rome. After the capture
in Italy of the Macedonian and Carthaginian envoys in 216, Philip V, vexed at this untoward
development, attacked Corcyra ≤ ÑRvma¤oi! !unemãxei (Appian, Mac. 1.3).17 Two years
later, after M. Valerius Laevinus had sailed across to Corcyra, Philip eﬁ! toÁ! ÑRvma¤vn

12

Braccesi (n. 3, above) sought to locate the Pharian appeal to Paros during the first Macedonian war.
With his inference thence that the alliance between Pharos and Rome goes back to the aftermath of the first Illyrian war I am in complete agreement. He does not, however, deal with the epigraphical problems (as seen
heretofore), which renders his case weaker than it might otherwise be, and I am led, as indicated here, to prefer
a date nearer to 219 itself. Commenting on this section of Braccesi's book, J. and L. Robert remarked (n. 3,
above): "Il discute sur la date [viz., of the inscription from Pharos] qu'il situerait entre 215 et 205; cette question ne nous paraît pas actuellement susceptible d'une solution." I hope that it might do so now.
13
This accounts for most of the numerous references in Livy 24-40.
14
Apollonia: Livy 33.3.10, 42.55.9, 44.30.10; Epidamnos: 42.48.8, 44.30.10; Issa: 31.45.10,
32.21.27, 37.16.8, 43.9.5.
15
Not (necessarily) indicating a treaty: Ferrary, Philhellénisme (see n. 3) 31 n. 101.
16
During the second Macedonian war the Aetolians fought alongside the Romans in the belief that they
had an alliance with Rome, as did the Achaeans pending the ratification of their alliance. The Rhodians are the
exception. They had long co-operated with the Romans, but they did not, prior to 166, have an alliance with
them. Their behaviour in this respect was regarded as noteworthy (Pol. 30.5.6ff.).
17
Gruen, Hellenistic World (see n. 3) 56 n. 11, remarks on this: "[Appian] designates [Corcyral as ÑRvma¤oi! !unemãxei: Appian Mac. 1. Not to be taken as a loose or ignorant designation. Collaboration in war
was equivalent to fil¤a." This is not obvious, and there was in 216 no war on between Philip and the Romans. The involvement of Corcyra in Romes eastern activities extended to providing a mint for Roman victoriati during the first Macedonian war (Crawford, Roman Republican Coinage [Cambridge 1974] 21, 192); on
the êrxvn ı §n tª KerkÊr& in 189 (Pol. 21.32.6; cf. Livy 38.11.5), see Walbank, Commentary ad loc. The
freedom bestowed upon Corcyra by the Romans (cf. Appian, Ill. 8.22) was proverbial: §leuy°ra KÒrkura,
x°zÉ ˜pou y°lei! (Strabo 7, fr. 8).
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!ummãxou! Àrmh!e: he captured Orikos and laid siege to Apollonia (Zonaras 9.4.4).18 In
172 envoys from Issa complained at Rome about depredations by king Genthius.19 They are
called socii of the Romans, and a much later inscription attests to a !ummax¤a between Issa
and Rome in 56 BC (Sherk, RDGE 24 B). Of Epidamnos, apart from the military assistance
already adverted to, we know no more on this score than that L. Postumius Albinus raised
troops there in winter 229/8 (Pol. 2.11.7, 12.2).
These cities behaved as allies of Rome. Three of the four are called allies at one point or
another during the period of Rome's eastern wars. Pharos is unambiguously attested as having had an alliance with Rome prior to 219. Of all this there is one straightforward reading: a
sequel of the Roman campaign in the Adriatic in 229/8 was the conclusion of alliances between Rome and Pharos, Issa, Epidamnos, Corcyra, and Apollonia. This need occasion no
surprise. Rome was concerned with the Adriatic and had been since the first Roman and
20
Latin colonies were planted on (or near) its western shore decades earlier: alliances with the
lead-ing Greek maritime cities of the region contributed to safeguarding this interest. In the
treaty of 215 between Philip and Hannibal it was intended that the Romans should cease to
21
be kÊrioi of Corcyra, Apollonia, Epidamnos, Pharos, Dimale, the Parthini and the Atintani,
and Polybius, on 220/219 BC, refers simply to tå! katå tØn ÉIllur¤da pÒlei! tå! ÍpÚ
ÑRvma¤ou! tattom°na! (3.16.3). These notices do not, of course, militate for or against the
existence of Roman alliances with these places, but they do indicate, at least as importantly,
how the connection was perceived by others. 22
18

Cf. Livy 24.40. It appears that Apollonia was connected with Rome in a way that Orikos was not

(40.7).
19

Livy 42.26.2-7 (a passage of Polybian origin according to Nissen, Kritische Untersuchungen 264-265,
271; cf. H. Tränkle, Livius und Polybios [Basel 1977] 28). At issue were Issa's mainland dependencies: Pol.
32.9.2.
20
Sena Gallia, Hadria, and Castrum Novum go back to the 280s, followed by Ariminum (268), Firmum
(264), and, far the most southerly, Brundisium (244); cf. E.T. Salmon, Roman Colonization under the Republic (London 1969) 62-64. The rôle of Roman activity in northeastern Italy and Cisalpine Gaul in generating Roman concern with the Adriatic can scarcely be overestimated, as I shall argue elsewhere in a study of the
Roman conquest of Greece (O.U.P.). Note the brief but very perceptive statement in R. Chevallier, La romanisation de la celtique du Pô I: Les données géographiques (Paris 1980) 70 with n. 2 (cf. pp. 67-74 on the coasts
and currents of, esp., the northern Adriatic [on Gallic matters I am grateful to Jonathan Williams], and Strabo
7.317C on the relative inhospitability of the Italian coast as compared to the Dalmatian coast opposite). For
purposes of observation and control Issa, the most westerly of the Dalmatian islands (for its rôle in the start of
2
the first Illyrian war. see Phoenix 27 [1973] 118-134; cf. Errington, CAH VIII . 86-88), and Pharos with its
system of watch-towers were particularly well suited. (Another watch-tower, to match the great 'Tor' above
Jelsa, has recently been discovered at Maslinovik on Hvar; it was built in the 4th or 3rd century BC: see B.
Kirigin and P. Popović, "Maslinovik. A Greek watchtower in the chora of Pharos," in J.C. Chapman et al.,
eds, Recent Developments in Yugoslav Archaeology [Oxford 1988: BAR International Series 431] 177-189. I
am grateful to John Lloyd for this reference.)
21
Pol. 7.9.13. The omission of Issa from this list has never been adequately accounted for. (Note that it
is not Issa, but Lissos, that figures in Livy's account of the dispersal by Rome of Genthius' realm at 45.26.
13: Ferrary, Philhellénisme [see n. 3] 31 n. 101.) I am not concerned here to establish whether or not the Parthini and Atintani had become allies as well. Both had a chequered history of relations with Rome that is not
made any clearer by problems of identification (on the Atintani and Atintanes, see N.G.L. Hammond, Epirus
[Oxford 1967] 599-600; on Parthos and the Parthini, cf. Walbank, Commentary on Pol. 18.47.12). A question that must remain open is that of when the Bassanitae (of Bassania, some four and a half miles distant from
Lissos) became socii of the Romans (Livy 44.30.7-8, 13).
22
Cf. Ferrary, Philhellénisme (see n. 3) 27-28 (on which see my remarks in JRS 80 [1990] 198-99)
Ferrary does not believe that treaties of alliance were concluded with any of these places (Philhellénisme 29-31;
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These considerations are not without implications for the treatment of succeeding events.
Two of these may be briefly noted here. It has lately been remarked that the treaty between
Rome and the Aetolian League of 211 (or 212) BC does not provide by name for the Greek
cities of the Adriatic, and suggested that they are included in a clause of that treaty: si Aetoli
pacem cum Philippo facerent, foederi adsciberent ita ratam fore pacem si Philippus arma ab
Romanis sociisque quique eorum dicionis essent abstinuisset (Livy 26.24.12). For Ferrary
23
the Greek cities are placed in the category quique eorum [sc. Romanorum] dicionis essent.
Where they belong is directly under the rubric of socii. And it is surely from these (or some
of them), the Greek cities of the Adriatic allied to Rome, that there came to Rome late in 203
24
BC the legati sociarum urbium ex Graecia noticed by Livy (30.26.2). Equally clearly, it
was not in any sense because of these cities that Rome went to war with Philip V of Macedon
in 200 BC, but that is another story.
III
One further question remains to be raised here: what sort of !ummax¤a did Pharos and
the others have? The answer, I would suggest, is that it was an alliance of the kind that was
evidently standard in Roman dealings with Greek states and of which we now have a com25
plete example in the splendid text from Maroneia recently published. The alliance consists
of fully reciprocal undertakings by each party whereby each is obliged not to assist the
enemies of the other but not strictly obliged to render assistance in case of attack. The
undertakings of Maroneia are as follows (those of Rome are, mutatis mutandis, identical):

and cf. below and next note) but (rightly) sees no evidence as telling against this. The specific claim of Gruen,
that during die period from the Illyrian wars to the war against Antiochus "Rome framed only a single formal
alliance, that with the Aetolians in 212/11 " (Hellenistic World (see n. 3) 25, cf. p. 17) seems to me, on the
basis of the considerations presented here, wrong. He is at pains to show that "[treaty relations] never served as
a principal apparatus for expansion or imperialism" (op. cit. 51). That is one thing, and surely no one would
see them as "a principal apparatus" (cf. p. 95 for an analogous man of straw: "It [fil¤a] was never an implement fashioned or reforged by senatorial diplomats to convert Greece into a compliant appendage of Rome's dominions.") But to deny the very existence of treaties in the later third and early second century is something
quite else.
23
Philhellénisme (see n. 3) 24-33. A measure of unclarity arises from his remarks on this passage,
which he reckons enables one "to distinguish amongst the socii those who were in dicione populi Romani and
those who were not" (p. 32). There would seem to be just two possible translations of the clause si ... abstinuisset, the only uncertainty being about eorum. De Sélincourt's Penguin version captures the ambiguity: "if
Philip abstained from attacking the Romans or their allies or those who were under their control," but identity
of the possessives may be intended. The Loeb of F.G. Moore is clearly commited: "in case Philip should refrain from war with the Romans and their allies and those who were subject to the latter."
24
Livy's notice has been variously received since Holleaux so stylishly condemned it (Rome, la Grèce...
278 n. 1). Gruen (Hellenistic World [see n. 3] 21 n. 42) begins by stating that it is 'not to be taken seriously,'
but goes on to say that "[t]he account is either sheer fabrication or the places referred to are Illyrian." Badian
(Studies 22-23 [PBSR 1952], with notes) and Briscoe (Commentary on Livy XXXI-XXXIV 54-55) were rather
2
less hostile, as is Errington, CAH VIII , 245. But the cities are not 'Illyrian'; they are Greek and they are allies.
25
D. Triantafyllos, "Summax¤a ÑRvma¤vn ka‹ Marvnit«n," YRAKIKH EPETHRIS 4 (1983) 414447; cf. (on context and date) M.B. Hatzopoulos and L.D. Loukopoulou, Two Studies in Ancient Macedonian
Topography, Research Centre for Greek and Roman Antiquity, National Hellenic Research Foundation, MELETHMATA 3 (Athens 1987) Appendix, 101-110; see SEG 35.823. The terms of the treaty are introduced
(lines 10-12): fil¤a ka‹ !ummax¤a kalØ ¶!tv ka‹ katå | g∞n ka‹ katå yãlassan eﬁ! tÚn ëpanta
xrÒnon, | pÒlemo! d¢ mØ ¶!tv, and the written agreement is called ≤ !ummax¤a (37, 40, 41; it may be as well
to recall here that the Pharians referred to ≤ !ummax¤a). In the extract below, <pÒlemon> is supplied in line
30 from the parallel phrase in lines 33-34.
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16

20
30
32

– – –ı d∞mo! ı t«n Marvn[i]t«n toÁ! polem¤ou! ka‹ éntipolem¤ou! toË
dÆmou toË ÑRvma¤vn diå t∞! ﬁd¤a! x≈ra! ka‹ ∏!
[ín] aÈto‹ krat«!in mØ dii°tv!an dhmo!¤ai boul∞i dÒlvi ponhr«i, À!te t«i dÆmvi t«i ÑRvma¤vn ka‹ to›! ÍpÉ aÈtoÁ! ta!!om°noi! pÒlemon
§kf°rv!in, mÆte aÈtoÁ! !¤tvi mÆte ˜ploi! mÆte nau!‹n mÆte xrÆma!in xorhge¤tv!an dhmo![¤ai]
boul∞i dÒlvi ponhr«i, À!te t«i dÆmvi t«i ÑRvma¤vn pÒlemon §kf°rv!in: – – –
– – – §ãn ti! prÒtero! <pÒlemon> §kf°rhi t«i
dÆmvi t«n ÑRvma¤vn µ to›! ÍpÚ ÑRvma¤ou! ta!!om°noi!,
tÒte Ù d∞mo! ı t«n Marvnit«n t«i dÆmvi t«n ÑRvma¤vn katå tÚ eÎkairon bohye¤tv: ktl.

26
This is a document of the 160s. The evidently similar Roman alliance with Cibyra
27
(OGIS 762) has often been placed in the 180s. But we are not limited in the search for earlier instances to surviving inscriptions. The request from the Achaean League to Rome for
assistance against the Messenians in 183/2 BC indicates that their alliance with Rome, struck
some years before that,28 was of the same form: t«n dÉ ÉAxai«n parakaloÊntvn, eﬁ m¢n
dunatÒn §!tin, boÆyeian aÈto›! p°mcai katå tØn !ummax¤an §p‹ toÁ! Me!!hn¤ou!, eﬁ
d¢ mØ, pronohy∞nai <gÉ> ·na mhye‹! t«n § j ÉItal¤a! mhyÉ ˜pla mÆte !›ton eﬁ! tØn
Me!!Ænhn eﬁ!agagª (Pol. 23.9.12).

The form of alliance attested at Maroneia evidently had a long history. It is difficult to
avoid the conclusion that that history goes back (at least as far as concerns the Greek world to
the east) to the !ummax¤a between Rome and Pharos and to the morrow of the first Illyrian
war.
Wadham College, Oxford
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So the editor princeps and all who have treated the inscription in any detail. Prior to formal publication of the text, Gruen, on the basis of preliminary notices (ÉArx. Delt. 1973 [1978] 464 [cf. Bull. 1979,
279]; BCH 102 [1978] 724- 726), suggested 'a date no earlier than the mid-140s' (Hellenistic World [see n. 3]
738-741). For the 160s see also the arguments of Hatzopoulos and Loukopoulou (n. 25) and of J. Stern, BCH
111 (1987) 501-509 (concerned primarily with lines 1-10). Other aspects of Gruen's treatment of Roman treaties
with Greek cities (Appendix 1, pp. 731-744) raise analogous doubts and will have to be dealt with elsewhere.
27
Questioned by Gruen, loc. cit.: "But nothing compels us to put it before 167" (at p. 733). The difficulties involved in providing any firm date for this text were expressed most clearly by J. and L. Robert, Bull.
1950, 183 (p. 196). I shall argue elsewhere that the events adverted to by Polybius 30.5.12ff. (around 167 BC)
provide the most suitable context for the alliance with Cibyra, and for that with Alabanda (reckoned by Gruen,
p. 735, to be 'a chimera'). The date is, in any case, not crucial here.
28
Badian's date of winter 192/1 (JRS 42 [1952] 76-80) commands much support, not unreasonably. But
there is weight in Sherwin-White's argument against this kind of delay; he opts for 198/7 or 196 (Roman
Foreign Policy in the East [London 1984] 61-62). Gruen, of course, puts it later, not long after 189 (Hellenistic World [see n. 3] 33-34; his discussion of this episode [p, 35] seems not to recognize that the Achaean request was made precisely, within the framework of their alliance with Rome).

TAFEL VII

A)
A) Inscription from Pharos (SEG 23.489), fr. B, lines 12-26

